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Abstract
Spectral analysis employing multivariate techniques was employed to differentiate plain maize flours from formulations con-
taining maize with added milled chia or quinoa seeds for producing cereal breakfast extrudates. The physicochemical changes of
the enriched formulations due to processing stages and formulation were evaluated by using FTIR and chemometric analysis,
which allowed a rapid and non-destructive discrimination between sample processing and compositional aspects. Specific IR
frequencies were selected which provided highest sample discrimination. Selected IR absorbance relationships at those specific
wavenumbers were useful to track changes promoted by extrusion for carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids. The complexes
between amylose and lipids, that takes place during extrusion, underwent distinctive changes as confirmed by XRD. The
crystallinity loss, after extrusion (with an average value of 50%), shows evidence of amylose-lipid complexes formation of type
Eh and Vh. Correlations between the textural behavior, composition, and selected FTIR indices were obtained.

Keywords Extrudates . FTIR . XRD .Maize flour . Texture

Introduction

Many of the existing ready-to-eat extruded snacks are relative-
ly high in sugar and salt, thus being regarded as energy dense
but nutritionally poor foods (Brennan et al. 2013). Maize is
frequently used as main ingredient. However, it is possible to
manipulate the nutritional status of these extruded snacks by

incorporating sources of proteins and unsaturated lipids from
alternative crops (Sharma et al. 2012), such as quinoa and chia
seeds, of widely recognized high nutritional value. Quinoa
(Chenopodium quinoaWilld) is a pseudocereal that has served
as a chief food source for ancestral Andean populations
(Nascimento et al. 2014). Chia (Salvia hispanica) is an oilseed
that has been cultivated in Mexico for thousands of years.
Both quinoa and chia seeds have a higher protein content than
cereal grains, quinoa being particularly rich in essential amino
acids (Ruales and Nair 1992). Chia seeds have a high propor-
tion of poly-unsaturated fatty acids and a very low starch
content in comparison to cereal grains (Valdivia-López and
Tecante 2015).

Conventional extrusion is one of the main processes
employed to obtain breakfast cereals. It is a continuous high-
temperature and short time cooking process, which combines
heating, pressure, and high shear forces at relatively low water
contents, in comparison with traditional cereal cooking. Thus,
extensive physical and chemical modification occurs and spe-
cial molecular interactions are developed. Extrusion of cereal
flours results in the destruction of starch granules, degradation
of the starch polymer chains, denaturation and aggregation of
proteins, formation of starch–lipid and protein–lipid com-
plexes, and protein–protein cross-linking. Starch is considered
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the most important component for the production of highly
acceptable extruded snack foods (Rampersad et al. 2003). In
the extrudates, starch forms a continuous amorphous phase,
while the proteins are present as a discontinuous phase
(Hermansson 1988). Chemical transformation of macromo-
lecular components also occurs during extrusion processing
which modifies the functional and digestive characteristics of
the extrudates (Singh et al. 2007; Jyothi et al. 2009).

During extrusion cooking, the native structure of amylose is
partially disrupted, and new crystalline networks, correspond-
ing to the amylose-lipid complex, are formed (Merayo et al.
2011). The presence and type of amylose-lipid complexes have
an important influence on structure, texture, and other function-
al properties of the puffed extrudates (Bhatnagar and Hanna
1997; Desrumaux et al. 1999). For example, it plays an impor-
tant role in increasing shelf life of extruded products by provid-
ing protection against lipid oxidation Ilo et al. 2000.

The combination of maize with other flours, as a common
strategy for improving the physical, chemical, and nutritional
quality of extruded products, as mentioned above, strongly
influence the expansion degree, breaking strength, hardness,
density, and other quality parameters of extrudates (Ramos
Diaz et al. 2013; Cueto et al. 2015). However, the full evalu-
ation of their impact in cereal changes during processing and
final product characteristics is a difficult task by means of
traditional technologies.

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) employing total
attenuated reflectance (ATR) has being widely used to evalu-
ate product composition and to identify chemical modifica-
tions induced by different processing methods. It is, in fact,
a non-destructive technique, which also avoids complex prep-
aration procedures. This technique was used by Shrestha et al.
(2010) to study changes in long- and short-range molecular
order caused by extrusion procedure in high-amylose maize
starch. FTIR spectroscopy has allowed the confirmation of the
formation of hydrogen bonds between blend components
(Jiménez-Elizondo et al. 2009) and also changes in
crystalline/amorphous fractions of maize starch (Liu et al.
2011) or amaranth subjected to ball-milling treatment (Roa
et al. 2014a). The spectral analysis can be coupled to multi-
variate techniques (also known as chemometric methods),
allowing analysis of information from the spectra by means
of differences and similarities, and to discriminate and group
samples of selected characteristics according to different phys-
ical or chemical properties (Van den Berg et al. 2013).

Starch processed by extrusion cooking has also been stud-
ied employing the X-ray diffraction technique (XRD) to iden-
tify crystal structures and regular molecular arrangements
present in native and processed starch (Ottenhof et al. 2005).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of flour
blend formulation on the macromolecular changes of corn-
based extrudates enriched with quinoa and chia by employing
non-destructive FTIR, XRD, and chemometric methods.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Whole corn flour, quinoa, and chia seeds were purchased from
a local market. All other reagents used were of analytical
grade and used as received.

Preparation of the Formulations and Extrusion
Process

Flour formulations for extrusion were prepared by mixing
corn flour with chia or quinoa flours. As moisture content is
determinant of extrusion performance, all grains were equili-
brated to 14% water content on wet basis (w.b.). When it was
needed, small quantities of water were added and grains were
mixed and equilibrated in a controlled chamber (75% relative
humidity, 25 °C). This process was repeated until all grains
reached 14% w.b. humidity. Water content was measured
gravimetrically by drying the milled samples (passing 0.420-
mm mesh) during 4 h at 130 °C under forced air current until
constant weight (± 0.0002 g); all samples were run in tripli-
cate. For sample preparation, quinoa seeds were grinded in a
laboratory mill (Grindomix GM300- Retsch, Germany) prior
to mixing. Chia seeds were also grinded employing small
quantities of liquid N2 to minimize oxidation of lipids. Three
different samples were blended at room temperature in a me-
chanical mixer for 1 h. Mixtures, consisting of plain maize
(M), maize with 20% of quinoa (M +Q), and maize with 5%
of chia (M + C), were prepared before the extrusion process.
Protein and ash content of flour blends in this study in percent
dry basis (% d.b.) were proteins: M: 8.9 ± 0.3, M +Q: 11.5 ±
0.4, M + C: 10.2 ± 0.4 and ash: M: 1.3 ± 0.1, M +Q: 2.0 ± 0.2,
M + C: 1.5 ± 0.1. Protein value was obtained by Kjeldhal
(AOAC 992.23), using a conversion factor of 6.25, and ashes
following AOAC (923.03).

As the fat content of the flour mix is an important factor in
extrusion processes, samples were formulated so that the
amount of fat was lower than 5%, to avoid problems with
the extrusion process due to high lipid content. Singh et al.
(2007) pointed out that the torque of the extruder decreases by
the effect of lipids that increase the slip within the barrel and
thus less pressure is developed resulting in a less expanded
product.

The samples were extruded using a conical extruder
(Cincinnati Milacron CM45-F, Austria) equipped with a twin
screw and using counter-rotating feeding. The screw geometry
was length 1000 mm, diameter from 90 to 45 mm, channel
depth 8.5 mm, calender gap 0.5 mm, and flight gap 0.2 mm. A
screw configuration with five conveying sections and three
drossel zones was used and a 4.5-mm circular die was fitted
in the die plate. The feeding was fixed at 45 kg/h and screw
speed at 69 RPM. The barrel heating section was set at 50, 80,
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100, and 150 °C, respectively, and the operating torque was
set at 80%. After extrusion, the samples were left to cool at
room temperature for 12 h and stored in sealed polyethylene
bags for further analyses.

Before FTIR and XRD analysis, samples were grinded (M-
11basic IKA-Werke GmbH & Co. KG, Staufen, Germany)
until the entire sample passed throw a 75-μm mesh screen.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra

The samples from the different formulations were scanned in a
Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer (FTIR Spectrum
400, Perkin Elmer Inc., Shelton CT, USA). A few milligrams
of each sample were placed over a diamond/ZnSe crystal with
one reflectance and an incident angle of 45° in the attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) accessory (PIKE Technologies, Inc.
Madison, WI, USA) and scanned from 600 to 4000/cm with
a resolution of 4/cm until 64 scan were accumulated at 25 °C.
Three replicates of each samplewere scanned and the resultant
spectra corrected by using the same base baseline with the
Spectrum software (Perkin Elmer Inc.). Additionally, spectra
were normalized and transformed considering the intensity in
absorbance units. Since the diamond/ZnSe crystal showed ab-
sorbance in the 1800–2500/cm region, this spectra interval
was not considered in further analyses.

X-ray diffractometry

X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples were recorded in a
Phillips Xpert MPD (PANanalytical, B.V., Almelo,
Netherlands) using Cu Kα radiation. The operating conditions
were 0.1542-nm radiation wavelength, 40 kV voltage and a
35 mA current. Diffractograms were scanned over the 2θ
range of 6–30°, with a scan rate of 0.03°/2 s. The percentage
of crystallinity was calculated for each diffractogram with a
method described by Roa et al. (2014a), and using the follow-
ing equation:

%crystallinity ¼ Ac

Aam þ Acð Þ � 100ð Þ ð1Þ

where Ac is the area calculated for the crystalline fraction and
Aam is the area calculated for the amorphous fraction. The
percentage of crystallinity values reported were the average
of three diffractograms from each sample.

Physical Variables

The expansion rate (ER) was calculated as the relationship
between the average sample diameter (measured with a digital
caliper in five samples) and the die diameter (4.5 mm)
(Alvarez-Martinez et al. 1988). Bulk density (ρb) was

calculated using a 5-L graduated cylinder filled to the top
and weighted (five replicates). True density (ρt) was measured
after grinding the samples using the volume displacement
method (Yan et al. 2008) employing toluene as solvent (trip-
licates of each sample were run). Porosity was estimated as a
relation between both densities (Bisharat et al. 2013) accord-
ing to Eq. (2)

ε ¼ 1− ρbð Þ= ρtð Þ ð2Þ

Mechanical Properties

A Kramer shear test was performed with a texture analyzer
TAXT plus (Stable Microsystems, UK) using a 5-bladed
HDP/KS5 with an acoustic envelope detector for sound mea-
surement. Twenty repetitions of each sample were measured.
The tests were carried at a blade speed of 1 mm/s until 3-cm
target distance was reached. Trigger force was set to 0.08 N.
The microphone was positioned at a 3-cm distance with an
angle of 45° to the sample. The amplifier was set to level 4 and
the data acquisition rate was 500 points per second. Ten rep-
licates of each sample were analyzed. From the force signal
the maximum force (N), distance to maximum force (mm),
area (total area obtained upon deformation with the blade go-
ing up to 3-cm depth) (N.mm), number of peaks, and linear
distance (N/s) were measured. From the acoustic signal, the
mean sound peak (dB), acoustic linear distance (dB/s), acous-
tic area (total area obtained under the sound wave with the
blade going up to 3-cm depth) (dB.mm), and number of
acoustic peaks were evaluated.

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a well-known statisti-
cal procedure for determining similarities among the objects
in a two-way data set (e.g., samples by selected wavelengths).
To this end, the relative locations of the samples on the most
important principal components in a two- or three-
dimensional plot are compared (Jolliffe 2002). Another out-
come from the PCA method is the so-called loading matrix,
which is composed by the values associated to the most rele-
vant wavelengths for grouping the samples by their similarity.
PCA on the covariance matrix were performed using Infostat/
p2011 software.

Cluster Analysis (K-means Method)

In cluster analysis (CA), a set of objects (similar to PCA) is
assigned to a number of groups (i.e., clusters), specified pre-
viously by the user, in such a way that samples belonging to
the same cluster are more similar to each other than objects
belonging to different clusters (Johnson and Wichern 2002).
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The outcomes of the analysis are a clusterization vector, which
indicates the designation of each sample to a cluster and a
goodness of fit value called average silhouette width
(ASW), which could take values from − 1 to 1, and must be
greater than 0.75 for a good assignment of the samples to the
clusters (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 1987). K-means analysis
was performed using the Infostat/p2011 software.

Analysis of Variance

The differences among the means where evaluated using
ANOVAwith a Tukey post-hoc test, p < 0.5 (Infostat/p2011).

Results and Discussion

FTIR Indices and Macromolecular Behavior

Differences in the spectral regions corresponding to vibrations
of the main chemical groups of lipid and starch structures
could be detected in Fig. 1. These spectral regions were ana-
lyzed employing PCA and cluster analysis (CA), after base
line correction and normalization of spectra by the 996/cm
band (Roa et al. 2014b), comparing each blend formulation
against pure maize formulations.

After this analysis, some major regions were found to be
the most determinant regarding spectral differences (Table 1).
Indexes in bibliography reported many of these regions as
main protein, lipids, and carbohydrate regions. Some small
differences in wavenumbers (2–5/cm) were found in same
cases regarding the informed indexes that could be generated
by the local environment of the molecules.

The region of frequencies around 1000–1100/cm is attrib-
uted mainly to starch groups. It has been described with ab-
sorption maxima at 996/cm (C-O bending of the glycosidic
bond), 1014/cm (C-O stretching, C-O-C/C-O bending), and
1039/cm (C-O bending) (Capron et al. 2007). The loading
analysis from PCA (Table 1) shows that only the 965/cm
(Fig. 1a) and 961/cm (Fig. 1b) wavenumbers appeared as
one of the main loadings of PC1. The main bands associated
with proteins are generally described with maxima at 1640/cm
(C=O stretching and NH bending) and 1540/cm (C-N
stretching, C-O stretching, and C-C stretching) and are attrib-
uted to amide I and amide II bonds, respectively (Barth 2007;
Guzman-Ortiz et al. 2014). In the PCA, these bands were not
present as one of the most relevant wavenumbers. This was
somehow surprising since extrusion process has been ad-
dressed to generate major changes in proteins. Furthermore,
the bands at 2922, 2853/cm (symmetric and asymmetric
stretching of CH2) and 1745/cm (stretching of the ester car-
bonyl group) are associated with bond vibrations originated
from the lipids present in the samples (Cremer and Kaletunç
2003; Jiménez-Elizondo et al. 2009). In this region, 2854/cm

and 2923/cm showed high loadings for PC1 after Fig. 1a and
2855/cm and 2923/cm for PC1 after Fig. 2b. The 1745/cm
appeared with high contributions on the PC2 (Fig. 1a, b).

Figure 1a, b shows the normalized FTIR spectra of pure
maize flour and of the mixture maize/quinoa (M + Q) and
maize/chia (M + C) before and after extrusion. One of the
main changes in the FTIR spectra during the extrusion process
is associated to the disappearance of the band at 1710/cm and
the appearance of a band at 1745/cm (after extrusion). This
could be related to the ester carbonyl vibration of the lipids
interacting with other components (i.e., proteins or carbohy-
drates) which changes through the extrusion process shifting
the signal to higher frequencies. Ester carbonyl absorption
bands are sensitive for conformational changes, responsive
to polarity changes of their local environments, and are influ-
enced by hydrogen bonding and other interactions (Lewis et

Fig. 1 Absorbance spectra for FTIR-ATR a (− −) raw maize, ( )
extruded maize, ( ) raw maize+Q, ( ) extruded maize+Q; b (−
−) raw maize, ( ) extruded maize, ( ) raw maize+C, ( )
extruded maize+C
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al. 1994). Also, the band with a maximum at 1640/cm (amide
I) exhibited a slight broadening after the extrusion, and the
same occurred with the band associated to amide II (1540/
cm) including a decrease in the intensity of the absorption,
attributable to protein denaturation (Guerrero et al. 2014).
Such changes related to protein denaturation can promote
modifications in the interactions with other macromolecules,
with increased accessibility of the peptide bond residues to H-
H exchange, which shifts the frequency to about 1450/cm
(Mendelsohn et al. 1984; Fabian and Mäntele 2006).

Since the effects of both, process and the composition,
were reflected in the resulting spectra, the samples can be
differentiated before and after the extrusion. Spectra regions
associated with the higher loading factors are shown in
Table 1. Figure 2 shows the first two PC comparing M + C

(a) and M +Q (b) with maize only. PC1 and PC2 accumulated
92.4% (71.9 PC1; 20.5 PC2) (a) and 97% (80.3 PC1 and 16.7
PC2) (b) of the total variance. In both analyses, it was ob-
served that for the PC1, the main loadings were in the starch
(961, 915, 980 to 1150/cm) and lipids (2855, 2923/cm) re-
gions. For the PC2, the highest loadings were in frequencies
associated with lipids (1750/cm) and carboxylic groups 1369,
1457/cm.

To be able to quantify the different changes in macromol-
ecules, the peak/band maxima are shown in Table 2, as a ratio
of intensities for all the samples extruded and not extruded,
following the procedure by Roa et al. (2014b).

The relationship between the absorbance peaks with re-
spect to the 996/cm absorbance values was used to standardize
the spectra with difference in intensities, allowing a

Table 1 Most relevant wavelengths associated to each principal component (cm−1)

Samples Component Wavenumbers (/cm)

(Fig. 1a) PC1 965 913 2854 2923 1515 1225 1119 1446

PC2 1369 1403 1456 1048 1746 1070 954 1148

(Fig. 1b) PC1 961 915 2855 2923 1200 1136 1289 1711

PC2 1745 1369 1068 1398 1049 1457 954 1091

Fig. 2 Cluster analysis for a
maize (M) and maize+chia (M +
C), raw and extruded and bmaize
(M) and maize+quinoa (M+Q),
raw and extruded. ASW are
shown between formulas and
between the set of raw and the
extruded samples

Table 2 Indexes calculated form the selected absorbance frequencies of FTIR spectra. Different letters account for statistical differences using ANOVA
with Tukey pot hoc test (p < 0.05)

Index Sample

M CE M SE M+Q CE M+Q SE M+C CE M+C SE

1039/1014 0.47a ± 0.01 0.52c ± 0.02 0.47ab ± 0.01 0.51bc ± 0.01 0.46a ± 0.01 0.54c ± 0.02

996/1014 1.10ab ± 0.01 1.14c ± 0.02 1.08a ± 0.02 1.08a ± 0.01 1.09ab ± 0.01 1.12bc ± 0.02

1640/996 0.24a ± 0.01 0.23a ± 0.03 0.22a ± 0.02 0.21a ± 0.01 0.22a ± 0.01 0.30b ± 0.02

1740/996 0.07c ± 0.01 − 0.03a ± 0.01 0.10d ± 0.01 − 0.01b ± 0.01 0.14e ± 0.01 − 0.05a ± 0.01
1380/1455 1.25a ± 0.01 1.37c ± 0.04 1.25ab ± 0.01 1.39c ± 0.02 1.23a ± 0.01 1.31b ± 0.02

1455/996 0.41d ± 0.01 0.32b ± 0.01 0.37c ± 0.02 0.28a ± 0.01 0.38cd ± 0.01 0.33b ± 0.01

1380/996 0.51d ± 0.01 0.43bc ± 0.01 0.46bc ± 0.02 0.39a ± 0.01 0.47cd ± 0.01 0.43ab ± 0.01

2920/996 0.201b ± 0.008 0.154a ± 005 0.216bc ± 004 0.14a ± 0.02 0.25c ± 0.01 0.15a ± 0.02

2850/996 0.107b ± 0.004 0.076a ± 0.003 0.119bc ± 0.004 0.07a ± 0.01 0.142c ± 0.007 0.07a ± 0.01
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quantitative analysis. This peak is chosen because is generally
described as the main starch peak, which is the main compo-
nent of our extruded samples, and because of that remains
relatively unchanged through the different spectra.

The 1039/1014 index (ratio between absorbance values at
1039 and 1014/cm) has been previously employed to relate
the amorphous and crystalline zones in starch (Sevenou et al.
2002). In our samples, the effect of extrusion can be seen in
this index, which changed significantly with the process for M
andM + C formulas, indicating a decrease in crystallinity. The
996/1014 index did not show major changes before and after
the process. A protein related index, 1640/996, has been pre-
viously used as an indicator of protein changes during extru-
sion (Guerrero et al. 2014). Only M +C showed changes in
this index. The ratio 1380/996 was significantly lower and
1455/996 higher for all samples as a consequence of extru-
sion. These two bands are well defined in a pure dextrin spec-
trum. The high barrel temperature can damage maize starch
structure at molecular, crystalline, and granular levels leading
to the re-association of starch molecules, and molecular
weight decreases during extrusion processing (Yang et al.
2016). This change could also be favored as a consequence
of the mechanical shear and low water content of the system.
At the same time, the absorbance ratio 1380/1455 decreased
after extrusion and could be indicating an increase in the pro-
tonated carboxylic groups compared to the non-protonated
ones (Guzman-Ortiz et al. 2014).

The index 1740/996 increased after the process. This
change can be associated to the C=O stretching of the lipid
carbonyl groups and would increase if more freedom is
attained as a consequence of breaking the interactions in
lipid-starch complexes. This index was also different between
extruded samples. The other two lipid related indices 2920/
996 and 2850/996 also increased after extrusion. They have
been used to study the starch lipid complex (Flores-Morales et
al. 2012) that is affected by extrusion (Thachil et al. 2014).

In general, differences between processed samples were
reflected in the indices related to lipids (2920/996 and 2850/
996) (Table 2). The other selected indices did not show sig-
nificant differences among the various sample formulations
but did present differences between the raw and extruded
samples, underlying the greater influence in the macromolec-
ular behavior of the overall extrusion process for over smaller
changes in ingredients formulation.

Starch Crystallinity Through XRD Analysis

In order to further analyze changes in starch crystallinity and
complex formation discussed in the previous section, X-ray
diffractograms were performed on the raw and extruded sam-
ples. Water content of the extruded products was around 8%
w.b. (8.46% ± 0.04 for maize extrudates, 8.32% ± 0.06 for the
extrudates with quinoa, and 8.2% ± 0.1 for the extrudates with
chia). All diffractograms are presented with two broad round-
ed peaks, corresponding to the starch amorphous regions, and
those with sharper peaks corresponding to the crystalline areas
(Fig. 3). The crystalline structure was of type A, characteristic

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction patterns for a maize (M), b maize+quinoa (M +
Q), c maize+chia (M +C) blends. Lines correspond to raw (continuous
lines) and extruded (dotted lines) samples. In each case, the lower curve
corresponds to the amorphous region calculated employing Savitzky and
Golay smoothing function (after 50 iterations). Arrows show the new
peaks that appeared after processing
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of maize starch (Jane et al. 1997; Cheetham and Tao 1998;
Han et al. 2007), with two main refraction peaks at 2 15° and
23°, and a maximum near 18°. Quinoa starch has been report-
ed to present also type A structure (Atwell et al. 1982; Qian
and Kuhn 1999). During extrusion, heating and mechanical
shear can disrupt the starch granules, promoting loss in native
starch structure (Roa et al. 2014a). As a result, after the pro-
cess, the three peaks corresponding to 15, 18, and 23° disap-
peared, indicating a loss of the granular crystallinity (type A).
At the same time, the appearance of new peaks at 2.8, 12, and
18.2° (arrows 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 3) reflected the formation of
amylose-lipid complexes with Eh type structures (Mercier et
al. 1980; Fan et al. 1996). The peak at 19.8° (arrow 4 in Fig. 3)
could correspond to the Vh form (Bhatnagar et al. 1994). This

form can be generated at high temperatures, after starch gela-
tinization. Both types of crystals can appear together after the
extrusion process being the Eh variant favored under reduced
water availability and higher temperatures (Cairns et al. 1997).
In addition, conversion from V to E forms can occur during
heating (Le Bail et al. 1999). There is also a new peak at 13–
14° (arrow 5 in Fig. 3) which could not be assigned to a
particular event.

From the area under the curve, the crystallinity was esti-
mated following the procedure explained by Roa et al.
(2014a). After spectra smoothing, crystalline and amorphous
areas were calculated, and the percentage of crystallinity was
evaluated for all samples, before and after extrusion (Fig. 3),
observing changes due to processing. Values for raw samples

Table 3 Physical, mechanical, and acoustic properties obtained after a Kramer Cell assay

Type of variable Variable name Sample

Control Quinoa Chia

Mechanic Area 1957.42b ± 252.1 1286.25a ± 509.81 2552.18c ± 399.33

N° peaks 653.2a ± 84.73 925b ± 376.89 614.7a ± 116.58

Distance (mm) − 54.50b ± 4.47 − 63.72a ± 5.20 − 52.96b ± 2.7
Linear distance 3280.25b ± 293.79 2169.15a ± 661.89 2254.14a ± 188.04

F max 147.68b ± 11.79 108.79a ± 24.86 198.28b ± 18.84

Acoustic Area 1901.25b ± 36.19 1668.52a ± 194.94 1919.98c ± 46.82

Linear distance 84,624.46b ± 2808.31 71,110.6a ± 12,975.94 86,663.52b ± 7708.44

Mean 63.39b ± 1.21 55.63a ± 6.5 64.01b ± 1.56

N° peaks 3013.5a ± 76.09 3096ab ± 223.23 3268.3b ± 127.03

Physic1 Expansion index 5.39b ± 0.25 5.82c ± 0.23 4.98a ± 0.36

Porosity 96.30a ± 0.20 96.800a ± 0.001 96.600a ± 001

True density 1.46ab ± 0.04 1.44a ± 0.01 1.53b ± 0.01

Bulk density 0.054c ± 0.001 0.046a ± 0.001 0.052b ± 0.002

Different letters indicate significant differences were found among the formulations (p < 0.05)
1 Physical properties of the extruded samples were extracted from Cueto et al. (2015)

Fig. 4 Biplot of the two principal components obtained including the IR indexes, physical, mechanical, and acoustic properties
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were similar to the ones reported for native starch (around
30%) in maize samples (Utrilla-Coello et al. 2014). In addi-
tion, Qian and Kuhn (1999) reported a 35% of crystallinity for
native quinoa starch, which is also comparable to the values
obtained in this work for native samples. After extrusion, all
samples showed a loss of 50% of the initial crystallinity, with
the remaining crystallinity attributed to the formation of
amylose-lipid complexes and that of native starch that has
not been transformed. A linear relationship between the
percentage of crystallinity by XRD and FTIR indices was
evaluated. For the 1039/1014 index, R2 was 0.91. This result
is in concordance to the findings of Roa et al. (2014a) for
amaranth starch (native and submitted to ball milling). We
also evaluated the XRD correlation with 1740/996 and
1380/1455 indices, showing R2 of 0.77 and 0.8 respectively.

Relation Between FTIR Indices, Physical, Texture,
and Acoustic Variables

In order to reveal the relation between the FTIR indices and
the macroscopic behavior of the samples, a PCA was per-
formed. The set of variables included the most representative
FTIR indices selected from the present work together with
physical variables (bulk density, true density, expansion index,
and porosity) and mechanical properties obtained from a com-
pression test performed employing a Kramer cell on the same
samples. These variable values were taken from our previous
work (Cueto et al. 2015) and listed in Table 3.

The variables presented in Table 3 were examined for lin-
ear correlations between them. The ones that showed the
highest Pearson coefficients (R2) were the following: expan-
sion index with 1039/1014 (R2 = 0.99), expansion index with
1380/1455 (R2 = 0.95), porosity with 1640/996 (R2 = − 0.96),
linear distance with 1640/996 (R2 = 1.0), and number of peaks
with 1039/1014 (R2 = 0.86). These relations can also be spot-
ted in the biplot of Fig. 4, where they are situated either to-
gether in the diagram (positive coefficients), or in opposites
sides of the axis (negative coefficients).

Figure 4 shows the biplot from the two first PC. PC1 and
PC2 accounted for the 100% of the variability indicating no
information loses in the variable reduction. PC1 was positive-
ly correlated to expansion index and number of peaks and
negatively correlated to true density and apparent density in
a lower extent. In this way, extrudates with good physical
properties would have positive values on this ax. In addition,
PC1 correlated positively with 1039/1014, 1380/1555, and
number of peaks. M + Q sample appeared located at high
PC1 values. Exactly opposite, we found the lipids related in-
dex (2920/996) and the true and apparent density, with the
M + C samples on this side. PC2 correlated positively with

linear distance and 1640/996 index and negatively with
porosity.

It can be noticed that the chia samples (the one with the
highest lipid content), in the lower part of the plot, have the
highest value for the lipid related index 2920/996, while the
maize sample is found on the upper part, towards higher linear
distance values.

The proposed FTIR analysis could be employed as a useful
tool to obtain indices that explain the relationships present
among the characteristic changes in macromolecules and the
physical, texture, and acoustic properties. After the extrusion
process, these changes were evidenced through a multivariate
aided FTIR analysis, showing that the extracted indices could
be helpful to understand more in depth the physical behavior
of the final sample.

Conclusion

FTIR in combination with chemometric methods (PCA and
CA) were useful for discrimination with a 100% of success of
the samples with addition of quinoa or chia in comparison of
pure maize samples before and after the extrusion process.

FTIR was also successfully used to differentiate the phys-
icochemical behavior and final products of the different flour
blends under extrusion cooking process.

The proposed absorbance relationships at selected
wavenumbers were useful in tracking changes promoted by
extrusion at molecular level with impact on mechanical
properties.

Aided by an exhaustive multivariate study, the most signif-
icant differences among spectra of samples with different for-
mulations and from different process stages could be found,
which are connected to the behavior of the different macro-
molecules in the systems.

Starch crystallinity loss after extrusion averaged 50%,
showing evidence of amylose-lipid complexes of type Eh
and Vh, confirmed by XRD analysis, which data correlated
with FTIR selected variables. Macromolecular interactions
evidenced trough a multivariate aided FTIR analysis were
related to the final physical and textural behavior of the
samples.
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